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Fear of Ukulele is a comprehensive instructional method for the Ukulele that is designed to help
both the beginning and advanced player.Starting at the very beginning, Fear of Ukulele
introduces basic chords and rhythms, and the number system, which will get you playing
countless songs in any key quickly. After the basics, Fear of Ukulele introduces the five chord
system, which will enable you to play chords up and down the neck in any key. Fear of Ukulele
will show you how to read music and tablature, play melodies, and combine chords and
melodies to play complete solo arrangements of songs. Fingerpicking, 12 bar blues, advanced
chord theory, and scales for improvising are also addressed in detail.More that 50 classic tunes
are included in Fear of Ukulele to help you immediately apply the chords, rhythms and scales as
you learn them.

'Souvik Mukherjee's Video Games and Storytelling examines the ongoing discussion of video
games and narrative, extending it in new directions, with verve and aplomb.' - Mark J. P. Wolf,
Concordia University Wisconsin, USAAbout the AuthorSouvik Mukherjee is Assistant Professor
of English Literature at Presidency University, Calcutta, India. Souvik has been researching
video games as an emerging storytelling medium since 2002 and has completed his PhD on the
subject from Nottingham Trent University in 2009. He did his postdoctoral research in the
humanities faculty of De Montfort University, UK and at the Indian Institute of Technology in New
Delhi, India where he worked on digital media and narrative analysis. Souvik's research
examines their relationship to canonical ideas of narrative and also how video games inform and
challenge current conceptions of technicity, identity and culture, in general. His current interests
involve the analysis of paratexts of video games, the concept of time in video games and the
treatment of diversity and the margins in video games. Besides game studies, his other interests
are (the) digital humanities and early modern literature.
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dingo, “Great method!. Great organization of information. Very comprehensive. Beginners or
advanced players can benefit greatly from this book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book for learning ukulele!. This book is so user friendly! My 6 year
old daughter was taught by Pete and she is able to use the book to help her with new chords and
new tunes. If a 6 year old can use this book to help her, so can you! Would recommend this book
to anyone wanting to learn the uke, or has some basic knowledge but wants some fine tuning, or
just to learn some new tips and tunes! Great book Mr. Mealy!”

The book by Julie Nutting has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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